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Our Ceramic Wash + Graphene was engineered to provide the best 
protection of any soap on the market! This product contains a 
proprietary blend of Sio2 emulsions, graphene dispersion & premium 
surfactants that provide cleaning ability, protection and shine to your 
vehicles surface. While results may vary depending on climate & 
mileage, this can last from 6 months to 1 year!

16oz. PART #LFGRPGW16

Our spray coating with infused graphene is our 1-year sprayable coating 
engineered with a SiO2, carnauba & graphene blend. Our Graphene spray 
combines extreme hydrophobic properties with enhanced gloss, UV 
and water spot protection as well as minor scratch resistance. It was 
formulated with both professional detailers and enthusiasts in mind.

GRAPHENE SPRAY COATINGGRAPHENE SPRAY COATING

16oz. PART #LFGRPGSC16

Our Graphene + Ceramic wax combines the new school with the old school 
method of applying protection by hand. We engineered a ceramic liquid wax 
with our graphene dispersion to provide a slick, protected surface to your 
vehicles paintwork using revolutionary car care technology. This wax will 
seal & protect your paint with improved contact angle beading, improved 
gloss, scratch & UV resistance as well as reduction in water spotting. 

16oz. PART #LFGRPGWX16

GRAPHENE WAXGRAPHENE WAX

GRAPHENE WASHGRAPHENE WASH

www.RenegadeProductsUSA.com

GRAPHENE
+ CERAMIC
GRAPHENE
+ CERAMIC
GRAPHENE INFUSED PROTECTION



Our alcohol prep spray was engineered to remove residue, oils, 
surface contaminants, waxes & fillers. This product is also 
fantastic for prepping your paint in preparation for a wax, polish 
or ceramic coating. 
16oz. PART #LFGRPGPS16

ALCOHOL PREP SPRAYALCOHOL PREP SPRAY

www.RenegadeProductsUSA.com

Renegade Products Graphene + Ceramic Essential’s kit contains 
our Alcohol Prep Spray, Graphene Spray Coating, Graphene Wash, 
Graphene wax, two premium plush microfiber towels & one chenille 
microfiber wash mitt! This is the first kit with graphene that was 
designed for car enthusiasts, truck enthusiasts and heavy duty 
vehicles in mind! These products are easy to use and results driven! 

Our Black Paint Polish was engineered to easily remove and correct 
scratches and imperfections on black paint. Correcting black paint can 
be one of the most difficult things to do in detailing, and this product was 
made to make it effortless. This product is a blend of graphene, abrasive 
grains, and pigments which fill in light scratches and swirl marks leaving a 
deep, brilliant shine for a like-new appearance.  *BLACK PAINT ONLY
16oz. PART #LFGRMRVWW16

BLACK PAINT POLISHBLACK PAINT POLISH

PART #LFGRPKR-MK-CG

GRAPHENE ESSENTIAL KITGRAPHENE ESSENTIAL KIT

- Graphene Spray Coating  
- Graphene Wash  
- Graphene Wax
- Alcohol Prep Spray   

- 3 Red Microfiber Towels  
-  1 Wash Mitt
-  1 Applicator Pad

Kit Includes 

GRAPHENE+CERAMIC
GRAPHENE INFUSED PROTECTION



The Renegade Products liquid line of detailing supplies are known to be tested and formulated with 
some of the most prominent detailer and polishers in the automotive and truck market. 
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12oz
Bottles

Gallon
Bottles

AVAILABLE SIZES

Renegade Red provides the ultimate show shine finish. Formulated with precision 
polishing grains, cleaning agents and sealants, it will leave the surface bright, 
clean, and protected. Routine application will extend your finish and maintain 
protection.

Renegade Forged Red provides the ultimate show shine finish for forged and billet wheels. Formulated 
with precision polishing grains, cleaning agents and sealants, it will leave the surface bright, clean, 
and protected.  Routine application will extend your finish and maintain protection.

Pipe Dream is a wax and micro abrasive formula that cleans chrome and leaves a 
long lasting shine. The micro abrasives remove oxidation and blends imperfections. 
The wax and synthetic fillers protect your chrome and leave a rich bold luster.

Our Renegade Pro Red Metal Polish has been formulated by professionals to give a slightly more aggressive cut than our 
predecessor Renegade Red. We recommend using this as the first step liquid polish before touching up with the Renegade Red. 
This can be used on Aluminum & Stainless. We recommend using this with a new microfiber towel.

Renegade Spray Wax is typically referred to as an instant detailer and is used to make the paint on your big rig, 
pickup truck, or car POP. Our spray wax is water based and does not leave a film or residue on the surface. Spray 
directly onto towel prior to application.

Renegade’s EZ Red Sprayable Metal Polish is designed to bring shine and luster back to your polished surfaces 
with a convenient spray formula that you can use on-the-go. Use Renegade EZ Red when you pull up to a meet, 
cruise, or a show-and-shine.

ALUMINUM FORGED & BILLET WHEEL POLISH

www.RenegadeProductsUSA.com

Renegade Line

Renegade Red

Renegade Pipe Dream

Renegade PRO Red

Renegade Forged Red

Renegade Spray Wax

Renegade EZ Red
SPRAYABLE METAL POLISH 

PART# LFGRPCLRR12

PART# LFGRPCLRFR12

PART# LFGRPCLRPR24

PART# LFGRPCLRS24

PART# LFGRPCLRSMP24

PART# LFGRPCLRPD12

PART# LFGRPMRR1GAL

PART# LFGRPMRPR1GAL

PART# LFGRPMRSW1GAL

12oz.

12oz.

24oz.

24oz.

24oz.

12oz.

Gallon

Gallon

Gallon



cleaners + degreasers
body ca
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Savage A.P.C. is a robust all-purpose cleaner that is engineered to clean and 
disinfect the interior and exterior of your vehicle. This product is best for spot 
cleaning the interior of your vehicle like the dash board, seats & crevasses 
that store and attract dirt. Savage A.P.C. is also very effective at cleaning the 
undercarriage of your vehicle that can harbor grime & road tar.  This is a great 
all around cleaning product used prior to our Rubber & Vinyl.

Our waterless wash is engineered for safe, on-the-go cleaning and protection for 
your vehicle’s surface. This product is formulated with surfactants, carnauba wax, 
and lubricating agents to safely remove dirt and contaminants from your paintwork 
without leaving scratch marks or blemishes. Whether you are prepping your vehicle 
for a show or just need a quick, on-the-go wash, this is the product for you. And if you 
don’t know, now you know.

Voodoo X is masterful at removing iron particles and industrial fallout from 
your vehicle’s paint and wheels. As this product dissolves iron particles, it will 
change to a dark purple color. This formula is acid free & PH balanced. Iron 
Remover is frequently used by detailers before clay bar to make claying easier 
and faster.

Rubber and Vinyl is formulated as a rubber conditioner and interior vinyl 
cleaner. Used on rubber, leather, and vinyl it leaves the surface pliable, 
conditioned, and oil free. Use Renegade Rubber and Vinyl to leave a clean dark 
surface on the outside of your tires that doesn’t leave a sticky or tacky surface. 
Also use inside on your dash to help hydrate and protect your interior surfaces

www.RenegadeProductsUSA.com

Renegade NOtorious H20

Renegade Savage APC

Renegade Voodoo x

Renegade Rubber & Vinyl

PART# LFGRPCLRNWW24

PART# LFGRPCLRSAPC24

PART# LFGRPCLRVX24

PART# LFGMRNWW1GAL

PART# LFGRPMRSAPC1GAL

PART# LFGRPMRVX1GAL

24oz.

24oz.

24oz.

Gallon

Gallon

Gallon

PART# LFGRPCLRRV24 PART# LFGRPMRRV1GAL
24oz. Gallon

Renegade Moneyshot Wash N’ Wax is formulated for a dense pH neutral foam that 
clings to the applied surface. Utilizing cutting-edge surfactants, the suds penetrate to 
remove contaminants. Formulated with emulsified Brazilian Carnuaba wax, the surface 
is left with a waxed protective coating.

Renegade Moneyshot

PART# LFGRPCLRMS24 PART# LFGRPMRMS1GAL
24oz. Gallon
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California Love is formulated to keep your vehicle’s 
smell rockin’ with sweet notes of vanilla and a 
dash of spice. This air freshener eliminates and 
neutralizes strong odors old and new. Use in any 
vehicle and keep your interior smelling fresh and 
rejuvenated. Things will never be the same.

Grease Release is an industrial hand cleaner infused 
with pumice particles and moisturizing agents to 
thoroughly hydrate, clean, and exfoliate your skin. This 
product swiftly removes dirt, grease, grime, glue, tar, 
oil, & adhesive residues from your skin and leaves them 
with a fresh citrusy aroma.

HAND SCRUB

Lumi-Gloss is a high-gloss, 
multi-surface protective & 
restorative coating. Lumi-
Gloss can also be used on 
rubber, vinyl, and plastic 
molding. It can be used on trim 
for a high-shine non-greasy 
finish.

Buzz-Off is a fast-acting, 
concentrated bug remover 
that deteriorates insect 
guts, dried bugs, and 
residue without damaging 
your paint. Buzz-Off breaks 
down even the most 
stubborn bugs with minimal 
scrubbing.

Renegade Gum and Tar 
Remover is a fast-acting, 
concentrated gum and tar 
remover that will help to 
break down gum, tar, and 
similar substances without 
damaging your paint. 

Our glass cleaner is for all 
glass surfaces – including 
windows, windshields, and 
mirrors. Kiss My Glass 
will not leave streaks, 
residue, nor haze. It is 
non-flammable, and will not 
affect painted surfaces or 
tints.

Lumi-Gloss Multi Buzz-Off Gum & TarKiss My Glass
SURFACE SHINE SPRAY INSECT REMOVER REMOVERGLASS CLEANER

Renegade Hydro Guard ceramic spray uses advanced Sio2 technology that provides incredible hydrophobic 
properties and an even deeper shine than a conventional spray wax. If you are looking for enhanced shine and 
protection, upgrade to the newest technology in vehicle care innovation.

CERAMIC SPRAY

Renegade Landslide will create a protective barrier between your off-road vehicle and the most demanding 
conditions. Your vehicle will have a clean, like-new look from the rejuvenating properties without the greasy film. 
This product will prevent mud, snow, and other debris from adhering to your vehicle resulting in easier clean up.

ALL-TERRAIN COATING

www.RenegadeProductsUSA.com

Aerosol line

Renegade Landslide

Renegade Hydro Guard

Renegade California Love Renegade Grease Release

PART# LFGRPCLRCL12 PART# LFGRPCLRGR12
12oz. 12oz.

PART#LFGRPARKMG13 PART# LFGRPARLG13 PART# LFGRPARBO13 PART#LFGRPARGT13
13oz. 13oz. 13oz. 13oz.

PART# LFGRPCLRHG24 PART# LFGRPMRHG1GAL
24oz. Gallon

PART# LFGRPCLRLS24 PART# LFGRPCLRLS1GAL
24oz. Gallon

Spot Assassin is a safe, non-toxic and non-acidic water spot remover that targets and eliminates tough water spots 
on any surface in seconds. It is designed to remove alkaline water mineral stains that can sit on your paint, glass, 
wheels & polished aluminum or stainless parts.

Renegade Spot Assassin

PART# LFGRPCLRWSR24 PART# LFGMRWSR1GAL
24oz. Gallon



Safety Flanges
(w/ or w/o centerplate)

Accessories & HArdwAre

12oz Can
SKU: LRSRPRED12OZ

CASE QTY - 24

Premium
Microfiber

Towels 16x16
Microfiber
Pads 4.75”

Upholstery
Hand Brush

Pipe Prep 
Pad 4x4

Renegade Foam
Cannon

Hand pump
Foam Cannon

Renegade Foam Gun
(Hose Attachment)

Cone Polishing 
Pad

Mushroom
Scuff Pad

Mushroom
Polishing Pad

Angle Grinder 
Extender Shaft 

Premium Plush 
Microfiber Towel 

16×24

Clay BarWaffle Weave
Microfiber Towel

Microfiber
Wash Mitt

Renegade  
Wheel Brush

www.RenegadeProductsUSA.com

PART# LRSRPFC1 PART# LRSRPMFR16

PART# LRSBSM-03GS
PART# LRSWPG-09CMB

PART# LRSRPHHB1

PART# LRSRPPPP5PART# LRSRPMFB12

PART# LRSRPTB2 PART# LRSRPMB2 PART# LRSRPSCP2
PART# LRSRPBRS1

PART# LRSRPSF3EXT
PART# LRSBSG-04MF

PART# LRSRPHC1 PART# LRSRPFB1 PART# LRSRPG-25RPM PART# LRSBSG-02CG

PART#
LRSRPSCP2

PART#
LRSRPSF3
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renegAde Kit Boxes

METAL POLISHING
RESTORATION KIT DETAILING KIT

RESTORATION KIT DETAILING KIT

- 9” Airway Buffing Wheel Orange
- 9” Airway Buffing Wheel Yellow
- 9” Buff & Blend Medium
- 9” Satin Airway Fine
- Tripoli Compound Bar
- Green Rouge Compound Bar
- 2” Cone Polishing Pad
- 2” Scuff Pad
- Safety Flanges
- Renegade Red 12oz
- (2) Microfiber Applicator Pads
- (10) 5” velcro 400 grit disc

- Renegade Red 12oz
- Pipe Dream 12oz
- Body Butter Liquid Hand Wax 12oz
- Moneyshot Wash N Wax 24oz
- Rubber & Vinyl 24oz
- Spray Wax 24oz
- Savage APC 24oz
- (2) Pipe Prep Pads
- (2) Microfiber Applicator Pads
- (2) 16”×16” Microfiber Towels

- Renegade Red 12oz
- 9” Yellow Airway Buffing Wheel
- 9” Domet Flannel Airway
   Buffing Wheel
- Tripoli Compound Bar
- Green Rouge Compound Bar
- 4×5/8” Safety Flange
- Savage APC 24oz
- Rubber & Vinyl 24oz
- Hydro Guard 24oz
- (2) 16”×16” Microfiber Towels
- (2) Microfiber Applicator Pads

- Rubber & Vinyl 24oz
- Hydro Guard 24oz
- Savage APC 24oz
- Moneyshot 24oz
- NOtorious H2O 24oz
- Renegade Foam Cannon
- Microfiber Wash Mitt
- (3) 16”×16” Microfiber Towels
- (3) Microfiber Applicator Pads

RENEGADE LIQUID

LIFTED TRUCK OFF-ROAD

www.RenegadeProductsUSA.com

PART# LFGRPKR-MP-KIT PART# LFGRPKR-LD-KIT

PART# LFGRPKR-OR-KIT

DETAILING KIT
- Lumi-Gloss 13oz
- Kiss My Glass 13oz
- Savage APC 24oz
- Moneyshot 24oz
- NOtorious H2O 24oz
- Hydro Guard 24oz
- Clay Bar
- (1) 16”×16” Microfiber Towels
- (1) Microfiber Applicator Pads
- (1) Plush Microfiber Towel
- (1) Waffle-Weave Towel

CARS & COFFEE

PART# LFGRPKR-CC-KIT

POLISHING KIT
- (2) 9” Orange Airway Buff
- (1) 9” Yellow Airway Buff
- (1) Brown Tripoli Polishing     
   Compound
- (1) Green Rouge Polishing     
   Compound
- (1) 12oz Renegade Red Liquid  
   Metal Polish
- (4) Premium Microfiber Pads
- Safety Flanges for Buffing
- (1) Bufing Wheel Rake

AIRSTREAM

PART# LFGRPKR-LT-KIT

DETAILING KIT
- Landslide 24oz
- Savage APC 24oz
- Moneyshot 24oz
- Lumi-Gloss 13oz
- Renegade Foam Cannon
- Wheel Brush
- (3) 16”×16” Microfiber Towels
- (3) Microfiber Applicator Pads

ALL-TERRAIN

PART# LFGRPKR-AT-KIT



renegAde Mini Kits

www.RenegadeProductsUSA.com

ALUMINUM

WASH, SHINE
& PROTECT

STAINLESS

OFF-ROAD RELOAD FORGED

CLEANING GRAB-N-GO

MINI KIT

MINI KIT

MINI KIT

MINI KIT MINI KIT

MINI KIT

- 8” Airway Buffing Wheel Orange
- 8” Airway Buffing Wheel Yellow
- Tripoli Compound Bar
- Green Rouge Compound Bar
- (2) Microfiber Towels
- (2) Microfiber Applicator Pads
- Safety Flanges
- Renegade PRO Red 24oz

- 8” Airway Buffing Wheel Red
- 8” Airway Buffing Wheel Pink
- Black Magic Compound Bar
- Yellow Deluxe Compound Bar
- (2) Microfiber Towels
- (2) Microfiber Applicator Pads
- Renegade Red 12oz

- Renegade Red 12oz
- Renegade Spray Wax 24oz
- Renegade Savage A.P.C. 24oz
- Renegade Spot Assassin 24oz
- Renegade Rubber & Vinyl 24oz
- (2) Microfiber Towels
- (2) Microfiber Applicator Pad

- Renegade Cali Love Air  
   Freshener 12oz
- Renegade Moneyshot 24oz
- Renegade Savage A.P.C. 24oz
- Renegade Spray Wax 24oz
- Renegade Rubber & Vinyl 24oz
- (2) Microfiber Towels
- (2) Microfiber Applicator Pad

- Renegade Moneyshot 24oz
- Renegade Savage A.P.C. 24oz
- Renegade Rubber & Vinyl 24oz
- (3) Microfiber Towels
- Microfiber Wash Mitt
- Renegade Wheel Brush

- Renegade Forged Red Metal Polish
- 8” Airway Buffing Wheel Pink
- 8” Airway Buffing Wheel Yellow
- 8” UBM Airway Buffing
- Tripoli Compound Bar
- Green Rouge Compound Bar
- Competition Purple Compound Bar
- (1) Microfiber Towels
- (1) Microfiber Applicator Pad
- Black Safety Flanges

PART#
LFGRPKR-MK-ALUM

PART#
LFGRPKR-MK-STA

PART#
LFGRPKR-MK-OFFR

ALUMINUM  
WHEEL CARE
MINI KIT
- (2) 12oz Renegade  
   Red Metal Polish 
- Renegade Pro Red  
   Metal Polish 24oz
- Renegade Rubber & Vinyl 24oz
- (2) Microfiber Towels
- (4) Applicator Pads
- Renegade Wheel Brush

PART#
LFGRPKR-MK-AWMK

TESLA  
CLEANING KIT
MINI KIT
- (1) Graphene Spray Coating 
- (1) Maxi Suds Car Shampoo
- (1) Glass Magic Glass Cleaner
- (1) Citrus Safe Touch A.P.C
  
- (1) Vinyl Guard Rubber
   & Vinyl Protectant
- (1) Final Touch 
   Instant Detailer
- Premium 15x15 Towel
- Waffle Glass Cleaning Towel
- Microfiber Applicator Pad
- Premium Horse Hair Brush

PART#
TESSYKIT

CLEAN & CRUISE  
LOWRIDER DETAILING
MINI KIT
- (1) Blue Magic Tire Dressing 
- (1) Knock Out Heavy Duty         
   Degreaser
- (1) Citrus Safetouch APC
- (1) NOtorious H20  
   Waterless Wash
- (1) Kiss My Glass 
- (1) Sud Storm Wash & Wax
- (2) Micofiber Towels
- (1) Microfiber Applicator

PART#
LFGRPKR-FW-KIT 

PART#
LFGRPKR-MK-WASH

PART#
LFGRPKR-MK-GRAB



Renegade Products is widely known for our quality polishing tools and compounds. We have a wide 
variety of products, materials and manufacturing capabilities to tailor your metal polishing needs.

More colors And sizes AvAilABle upon request

ORANGE 9”

YELLOW 9” PINK 9”

RED 9”

UBM 9”

FLANNEL 9”

contAct your renegAde sAlesperson for More info

GREEN LUSTER
G-16

ALUMI-CUT
T-88

FAST-CUT
T-121

YELLOW DELUXE
SS-615

PACIFIC BLUE
SS-800

BLACK MAGIC
SS-11

GLACIER WHITE
SS-300

COMPETITION PURPLE
SS-510

www.RenegadeProductsUSA.com

polisHing coMpounds

Buffing wHeels

PART# CBSG16-MBAR

PART# CBMSS615-MBAR

PART# CBMSS510-MBAR

PART# 
FAW9X3X5/8N2-16P86OT

PART# 
FAW9X3X5/8N2-16P86YT

PART# 
FAW9X3X5/8N2-16P86PT2

PART# 
FAW9X3X5/8N2-16P86RTX

PART# 
FAW9X3X5/8N4-20P80UBM

PART# 
FAW9X3X5/8N2-16PDF

PART# CBBSS11BM-MBAR PART# CBST88-MBAR

PART# CBST88-MBAR

PART# CBTT121

PART# CBMSS800-MBAR



ALUMINUM  LINE STAINLESS LINE
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step 1 “cut”

step 2 “color”

step 3 “sHow finisH” pros recoMMend

The cut stage is comprised of 
the brown tripoli bar T-88 as our 
recommended compound bar 
coupled with an orange cutting 
buff. This stage should help bring 
a cloudy surface to a fairly bright 
reflection. We recommend an 
RPM of approximately 3000-
3500 for cutting.

The cut stage is comprised 
of the Black Magic bar as our 
recommended compound bar 
coupled with a red cutting buff. This 
stage should help bring more heat 
from a cloudy surface to a fairly 
bright reflection. We recommend an 
RPM of approximately 3000-3500 
for cutting.

Competition Purple, SS-510, it is a 
super fine abrasive compound that 
when paired with a domet flannel 
buffing wheel produces the finest 
show polish. We recommend an 
RPM of 1200-1800

Competition Purple, SS-510 paired 
with a UBM flannel buffing wheel.

By utilizing our preferred green 
rouge, G-16, with a yellow coloring 
buffing wheel, a darker and more 
luminous reflection will develop. We 
recommend running the coloring 
stage with an RPM of 2800-3200.

By using our Yellow Deluxe compound 
bar with a pink coloring buffing 
wheel, a darker and more luminous 
reflection will develop on the 
stainless surface. We recommend 
running the coloring stage with an 
RPM of 2800-3200.

step 2 “color”

step 1 “cut”

www.RenegadeProductsUSA.com



sAnding & polisHing

Our Sanding Discs  are specifically designed for long life sanding and great 
grind-ability for metal polishing and restoration. These sanding discs are 5” 
diameter with a hook and loop backing making it perfect for switching between 
grits without product waste. What makes these discs last so long is their anti-
static resin over resin coating along with the premium aluminum oxide grain 
which is specially heat treated for the roughest applications.

These Shredder Ceramic flap discs are perfect for removing large amounts of 
material and for shaping or smoothing wood & metal. Our Shredder Ceramic 
grain cuts through metal faster than Zirconia or Aluminum Oxide flap discs. 
Built for rapid stock removal, the Shredder Ceramic is our highest performing 
flap discs. It delivers an exceptionally fast cut and runs cool on stainless steel.

SANDING DISCS
5” HOOK & LOOP (Velcro) (50 Disc Box)

CERAMIC SHREDDER
FLAP DISCS 4-1 ⁄2” X 7⁄8”

Our Buff and Blend line is used on angle grinders in 8”, 10” and 12” sizes. 
The same type of construction in a 14” size can remove the need for 
flap wheels and most sanding on all but the roughest wheels. If needing 
to sand, we recommend using 320 grit. A 5” orbital DA can clean up 
any small remnants from the buff & blend disc to then be polished out 
with tripoli compound and a cut wheel. These discs are 2 ply thick so 
they reduce lines while prepping the metal surface. They are epoxied 
together to prevent flaring through the life of the sanding prep disc.

BUFF & BLEND SANDING LINE

GRITS:  80, 120, 180, 220, 320, 400, 600, 800

GRITS:  36, 40, 60, 80, 120

www.RenegadeProductsUSA.com

9” coArse
80-100 grit

9” MediuM
150-180 grit

9” very fine
280-320 grit

PART#
SBB9X1/2-2P-HSCRS

PART#
SBB9X1/2-2P-HSMED

PART#
FSA9X3N2-2P-HSVFN



renegAde exclusive MercH

More AvAilABle

online!

WICKED METAL
POLISHES

FOLLOW and SUBSCRIBE to our channels and pages for product launches,
trade shows, tutorials, and awesome content!

Check out our YouTube Channel 
for extensive tutorials, product 
testing & reviews, show recaps, 
pro-tips, and tutorials from our 
special guests and industry 
professionals.

Follow Renegade Products 
on Tik Tok for daily updates, 
behind the scenes production, 
new product announcements, 
upcoming trade shows and 
much more!

Follow Renegade Products on 
Instagram for daily updates, 
behind the scenes production, 
new product announcements, 
upcoming trade shows and 
much more!

Got questions? Join our growing 
community with #TeamRenegade 
and stay up to date with the 
detailing and polishing industry & 
exclusive deals.

YOU TUBE
@RENEGADE PRODUCTS

TIK TOK
@RENEGADEUSA

INSTAGRAM
@RENEGADEPRODUCTSUSA

FACEBOOK
@RENEGADE PRODUCTS USA

METAL POLISH ALUMAG
AGGRESSIVE METAL POLISH

Wicked Metal Polish crushes the 
competition by cutting oxidation 
faster, polishing brighter, and 
leaving the best finish money 
can buy. Easy on, easy off 
formula that is perfect for brass, 
copper, aluminum, stainless 
steel, gold and even silver!

Wicked Alumag is an aggressive 
metal polish formulated to 
break and remove the toughest 
oxidation stains, surface tarnish, 
hazy looking metals, and severe 
rust stains caused by either 
unforgiving elements or neglecting 
owners. Whatever the reason may 
be, Wicked Alumag has your back!

PART# LFGWP40160 PART# LFGWP90616

PART# LFGWP40128 PART# LFGWP80640

16oz. 16oz.

Gal. Gal.

www.RenegadeProductsUSA.com

stAy connected



Renegade Detailer Series is a premium line, tailored for the 
self starters to the professional detailers running his or her business. 
The line consists of a wide variety of products that target very specific 
locations and jobs for any vehicle.

polisHes

16oz
Bottles or

Gallon
Bottles

5 - 55
Gallon

AVAILABLE SIZES

SUPREME
POLISH COARSE

SUPREME
POLISH MEDIUM

SUPREME
ALL-IN-ONE

SUPREME
POLISH FINE

HEAVY DUTY COMPOUND

MEDIUM COMPOUND

CLEANER, POLISH & SEALANT

FINE COMPOUND

Supreme Polish Coarse features a fast, 
aggressive cut for machine use on 
acrylic lacquer, enamels and high solid 
urethane paints to level orange peel 
and remove 800-1000 grit wet sand 
scratches, blemishes, cobwebs, heavy 
oxidation, water spots and more. Leaves 
a smooth, clean surface, ready for light 
compounding or machine glazing.

Supreme Polish Medium is a thick bodied 
compound formulated with hollow micro 
abrasive to provide a fast initial cut that 
breaks down into a fine polishing material 
Removes moderate to heavy oxidation, 
light scratches, 1000-1200 grit wet sand 
scratches and other defects. Leaves a 
smooth surface ready for machine glazing. 
Safe for all types of paint.

Supreme All-In-One will remove and 
correct light to moderate surface 
imperfections. As buffing continues, 
our abrasive system breaks down into 
a fine micro-polish and is infused with 
a glaze to help seal and protect your 
paint. This product is fantastic for 
polishing headlights & plastics such as 
acrylic motorcycle windshields. 

Renegade Detailer Series Supreme 
Polish Fine is designed to provide 
swirl-free polishing and a high 
gloss finish. This polish eliminates 
compound marks, ultra fine scratches 
& oxidization. This polish will eliminate 
800-1200 grit sand scratches using a 
dual action or rotary polisher. 

www.RenegadeProductsUSA.com

PART# LFGBS406HDOZ16 PART# LFGBS406HDG01

PART# LFGBS406MOZ16 PART# LFGBS406MG01 PART# LFGBS406ZOZ16 PART# LFGBS406ZG01

PART# LFGBS402OZ16 PART# LFGBS402G01
16oz.

16oz. 16oz.

16oz. 16oz.Gal.

Gal. Gal.

5 Gal and up: 5 Gal and up:

5 Gal and up: 5 Gal and up:

Available upon request Available upon request

Available upon request Available upon request



MAG N’ WIRE
ACID WHEEL CLEANER

cleaners & degreasers

Mag N’ Wire Acid Wheel Cleaner is a 
powerful product designed for the quick 
and efficient cleaning and brightening 
of wheels, spokes, hub caps, and wheel 
covers. It is a concentrated cleaner that 
cleans and removes dirt, grease, brake 
dust, road film and oily road soil from 
all wheel types. It removes oxidation 
stains and corrosion on aluminum, alloy, 
or chrome wheels. Also works as an 
aluminum brightener.

SUPREME DEGREASER

KNOCK OUT CITRUS SAFETOUCH

KNOCK OUT

HEAVY DUTY DEGREASER

HEAVY DUTY DEGREASER ALL-PURPOSE CLEANER

HYPER CONCENTRATED DEGREASER

Supreme Degreaser is a powerful 
cleaner that will dissolve mud, 
brake dust, grease and oil-based 
stains. This heavy duty degreaser 
that is excellent on engines, tires, 
machinery, tools and mechanic 
shop floors. It contains wetting 
agents that work fast to loosen 
and emulsify grease and grime for 
easy rinsing.

Citrus Safetouch A.P.C. is a ready 
concentrated low-ph, non acidic 
and non caustic cleaner used for 
cleaning exterior surfaces like the 
wheel wells & engine as well as 
the interior like door panels and 
dashboard. Best used for engines, 
wheels & wheel wells. Dilute 1:10 
for interior cleaning.

Renegade Detailer Series Knock 
Out is a concentrated degreaser 
that safely removes dirt, grease, 
grime and brake dust from tires, 
wheels, engine compartment, door 
jambs and gas cap compartment. 
It is fast and effective for white 
walls and safe for all kinds of tires. 
This degreaser does not leave any 
film residue. 

Knock Out Hyper Concentrated is a concentrated degreaser that safely 
removes dirt, grease, grime and brake dust from tires, wheels, engine 
compartment, door jambs and gas cap compartment. It is fast and 
effective for white walls and safe for all kinds of tires. 

Dilution Ratio: 1 : 10

Dilution Ratio: 1 : 10

Dilution Ratio: 1 : 10

www.RenegadeProductsUSA.com

Dilution Ratio: 1 : 100

PART# LFGBS102OZ16 PART# LFGBS102G01

PART# LFGBS102G01

PART# LFGBS102G01

PART# LFGBS100OZ16

PART# LFGBS104OZ16

PART# LFGBS105OZ16 PART# LFGBS105G01

16oz.

16oz.

16oz.

16oz.

Gal.

Gal.

Gal.

Gal.

5 Gal and up:

5 Gal and up:

5 Gal and up:

5 Gal and up:

Available upon request

Available upon request

Available upon request

Available upon request

PART#LFGBS102G05HC
5 Gal and up:
Available upon request



soaps & shampoos

SEALER WAX
HYPER CONCENTRATION

Sealer Wax Hyper Concentration  
is designed for use in the final arch 
of automatic carwashes. It provides 
excellent water beading, durability. 
One Gallon of Sealer Wax is equivalent 
to 5 Gallons of most commercially 
concentrated sealer waxes. Can be 
used as hot wax and clear-coat.

NEON SUDS
YELLOW

NEON SUDS
GREEN

SUD STORM

CONCENTRATED WASH & WAX

CONCENTRATED WASH & WAX

WASH & WAX SHAMPOO

Neon Suds YELLOW is a premium 
wash & wax that is rich in color that 
can be used in foam cannons or 
car wash tunnels. This product has 
an emulsified carnauba wax that 
will provide mild protection and a 
beautiful gloss without sacrificing 
on cleaning abilities. 

Neon Suds GREEN is a premium 
wash & wax that is ultra rich in color 
that can be used in foam cannons 
or car wash tunnels. This product 
has an emulsified carnauba wax that 
will provide mild protection and a 
beautiful gloss without sacrificing on 
cleaning abilities. 

Sud Storm is a high quality, 
high foaming car soap that is 
engineered with emulsified 
carnauba wax. This soap cleans 
away grease, bugs, oil, & road 
film form paint, glass & chrome 
surfaces. Sud Storm will clean and 
enhance your paint’s shine and can 
be used with a foam cannon or a 
bucket. 

Dilution Ratio  1 : 200

Dilution Ratio  1 : 200

www.RenegadeProductsUSA.com

NEON SUDS
RED
CONCENTRATED WASH & WAX

NEON SUDS
BLUE

Neon Suds RED is a premium wash 
& wax that is ultra rich in color that 
can be used in foam cannons or 
car wash tunnels. This product has 
an emulsified carnauba wax that 
will provide mild protection and a 
beautiful gloss without sacrificing 
on cleaning abilities. 
Dilution Ratio  1 : 200

CONCENTRATED WASH & WAX
Neon Suds BLUE is a premium wash & 
wax that is ultra rich in color that can 
be used in foam cannons or car wash 
tunnels. This product has an emulsified 
carnauba wax that will provide mild 
protection and a beautiful gloss without 
sacrificing on cleaning abilities.

Dilution Ratio  1 : 200

PART# LFGBSSWAXHCG01
Gal.

PART# LFGBS201OZ16 PART# LFGBS201G01

PART# LFGBSPWYELOZ16 PART# LFGBSPWYELG01

PART# LFGBSPWGRNOZ16 PART# LFGBSPWGRNG01

16oz.

16oz.

16oz.

Gal.

Gal.

5 Gal. & up

5 Gal. & up

5 Gal. & up
5 Gal. & up

Available upon request

Available upon request

Available upon request
Available upon request

PART# LFGBSPWREDOZ16 PART# LFGBSPWREDG01
16oz. Gal.
5 Gal. & up
Available upon request

Gal.

PART# LFGBSPWBLUEOZ16 PART# LFGBSPWBLUEG01
16oz.
5 Gal. & up
Available upon request

Gal.



QuicK deTailers

TOWEL REWIND

MAXI SUDS

CARPET &
UPHOLSTERYTOWEL SOAP

CAR SHAMPOO

CARPET SHAMPOORenegade Detailer Series Towel 
Rewind concentrate is a super 
powerful, low-foam towel soap. 
Unlike powder soaps, this product 
will not streak on windows or 
retain residue inside towels. 
Towels will last longer and 
maintain their softness. It also 
avoids lint after long usage.

Renegade Detailer Series Maxi Suds is a highly 
concentrated and economical soap that may be used by 
bucket, foam cannon or automatic car-wash. It cleans away 
grease, bugs, oil, road film, dirt or grime off any painted, 
glass or chrome surface. 

Renegade Detailer Series Carpet & Upholstery 
Carpet Shampoo is a super concentrated 
cleaner and deodorizer with an exceptionally 
strong foaming action designed to deep clean 
all modern fabrics including velour. Color 
brightener added to help bring out faded 
material. It is safe on all plastics and glass.

www.RenegadeProductsUSA.com

The Renegade Detailer Series Triple Threat All-In-One Formula is designed to 
remove fingerprints, smudges, and light dust while simultaneously adding gloss 
and protection to the exterior surfaces of your vehicle. As a quick detailer and 
waterless wash, it’s perfect for paint, glass, and chrome. With just a few sprays, 
Triple Threat All-In-One Formula will make your car look like you spent hours 
cleaning it. It’s perfect for use between full car washes.

TRIPLE THREAT ALL-IN-ONE FORMULA

PART# LFGBS302OZ16
16oz.

Quick Detailer, Waterless Wash, and Clay Lubricant

PART# LFGBS108OZ16 PART# LFGBS108G01 PART# LFGBS204OZ16 PART# LFGBS204G01
16oz. 16oz.Gal. Gal.
5 Gal. & up 5 Gal. & up
Available upon request Available upon request

PART# LFGBS203OZ16

PART# LFGBS203G01

16oz.

Gal.

5 Gal. & up
Available upon request



waxes/sealanTs/glaZes

DEEP WET
CARNAUBA CREME

Renegade Detailer Series Deep 
Wet Carnauba Creme  is our ultra 
premium finish wax designed to give 
your vehicle that show ready “wet” 
look. Deep Wet uses pre-softened 
100% all natural Brazilian Carnauba 
wax to make this product. 

EXPRESS WAX

TWISTED
CHERRY WAX

BANANA WAX

MIDNIGHT

SUPREME SEALANT

FINAL FINISH SEALER

HIGH QUALITY WAX

CAR BODY WAX

CORRECTION GLAZE

FINAL FINISH SEALER

Express Wax is a high gloss 
one-step liquid polymer wax. It 
contains silicone, removes light 
dirt and grease. Provides gloss 
and moderate protection. An easy 
to use wax that leaves no residue. 
Unique blend of solvents and 
polymers that cleans, polishes, and 
protects in one easy step.

Twisted Cherry Wax  is a high 
quality wax that will give your car 
a showroom finish on new or used 
paint. Restores color and gloss to 
lightly oxidized finishes, as well as 
pre-cleaned surfaces. Eliminates 
streaks and haze. Contains carnauba 
wax and detergent resistant polymers 
for superb shine.

Banana Wax is fast and easy 
one-step cream wax that cleans, 
polishes and protects in one step. 
Gently removes fine scratches, swirl 
marks and light oxidation. Imported 
waxes and co-polymers offer long 
term, high gloss protection. Safe 
for all paint finishes with and has a 
pleasant banana scent.

Midnight is a fast working sealant 
glaze designed for new car prep 
or used car reconditioning. This 
glaze will leave a deep, long lasting 
gloss and will enhance the shine 
by removing light scratches and 
swirls. Safe on all types of paint. 
Can be applied using a dual action 
polisher or microfiber applicator. 

Supreme Sealant is made with Teflon 
and amino functional polymers which 
resist UV rays, salt, air, snow, sleet, 
insects, road film & environmental 
contaminants that can fade or 
discolor finishes prematurely. This 
product fills micro scratches and 
defects to form a long lasting barrier 
and a glass like finish.
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PART# LFGBS980OZ16 PART# LFGBS980G01

PART# LFGBS960OZ16 PART# LFGBS960G01

PART# LFGBS410OZ16 PART# LFGBS410G01

PART# LFGBS970OZ16 PART# LFGBS970G01

PART# LFGBS909OZ16 PART# LFGBS909G01

PART# LFGBS950OZ16 PART# LFGBS950G01

16oz.

16oz.

16oz.

16oz.

16oz.

16oz.

Gal.

Gal.

Gal. Gal.

Gal.

Gal.

5 Gal. & up

5 Gal. & up

5 Gal. & up

5 Gal. & up

5 Gal. & up

5 Gal. & up

Available upon request

Available upon request

Available upon request

Available upon request

Available upon request

Available upon request



leaTher producTs

dressings

Thick Supreme tire 
dressing is excellent 
for restoring the luster 
to vinyl, leather, rubber, 
plastic, and  tires. It gives 
a mirror-like finish that will 
last for days.

Mega Shine tire 
dressing gives a fast result 
of a mirror-like finish that 
will last for days with a 
pleasant cherry scent.

Vinyl Guard is 
a water based 
product that can be 
used as an interior 
or exterior spray-on 
dressing. 

LVP CLEANER LEATHER TONIC
LEATHER VINYL &
PLASTIC CLEANER

LEATHER CLEANER & CONDITIONER

Renegade Detailer Series LVP 
Cleaner is a safe and effective 
cleaner for leather seats, 
plastics, doors, arm rests & 
even exterior plastics. This 
product quickly emulsifies dirt, 
grime & oils from the surface 
so you can complete your 
detail safely and efficiently. 

Leather Tonic is a One-step leather 
cream. Cleans, beautifies and 
conditions leather at the same 
time. Low shine and non-slip. It 
provides long term protection 
against stains, fading and 
discoloration. Comes in Leather 
scent. After application, leather is 
noticeably clean and smells brand 
new. May also be used for vinyl.

BLUE
MAGIC

DIAMOND
TRIM SHINE

TIRE DRESSING

THICK
SUPREME

MEGA 
SHINE

VINYL 
GUARD

RUBBER, VINYL &
PLASTIC DRESSING 

RUBBER, VINYL &
PLASTIC DRESSING 

Blue Magic Tire 
Dressing is a solvent 
based tire dressing 
that will perform 
miracles on dull 
automobile tires and 
trim. This product is 
not recommended 
for dashboards.

TRIM SHINERUBBER, VINYL &
PLASTIC DRESSING Renegade Detailer Series 

Diamond Trim Shine is a high 
silicone-based trim shine 
that is designed to rehydrate, 
restore and protect plastics, 
bumpers & moldings. This will 
keep your plastics and trim 
protected for up to 3 months. 

www.RenegadeProductsUSA.com

PART# LFGBS703OZ16
PART# LFGBS703G01

PART# LFGBS709OZ16 PART# LFGBS709G01 PART# LFGBS912OZ16 PART# LFGBS912G01

16oz.

16oz. 16oz.

Gal.

Gal. Gal.

PART# LFGBS950OZ16
16oz.

5 Gal. & up

5 Gal. & up

5 Gal. & up
Available upon request

PART# LFGBS708OZ16 PART# LFGBS708G01
16oz. Gal.

5 Gal. & up
Available upon request

Available upon request

Available upon request

PART# LFGWP90920 PART# LFGWP90940
16oz. Gal.
5 Gal. & up
Available upon request

PART# LFGBS702OZ16 PART# LFGBS702G01
16oz. Gal.
5 Gal. & up
Available upon request



specialTy producTs

STRIKE OUT

BUG OFF

GLASS MAGIC
WATER SPOT REMOVER

BUG REMOVER

CONCENTRATED GLASS CLEANER

GLASS MAGIC
(RTU) GLASS CLEANER

Glass Magic Glass Cleaner cleans 
windshields, headlights, windows 
and mirrors effectively. It removes 
film from glass and is safe to use on 
window tints. Does not leave streaks 
or foams on glass, making surfaces 
sparkling clean. Ammonia-free and 
alcohol-based

Renegade Detailer Series Strike 
Out Water Spot Remover eliminates 
residue and stubborn hard water 
calcium spots and surface acid rain 
contamination. Leaves glass clean and 
spot-free. It will NOT remove previous 
marks, scratches and damage to 
surface.

Renegade Detailer Series Bug 
Remover is a concentrated cleaner 
that removes tough bugs and insect 
residue that are stuck on all exteri-
or painted surfaces, glass, trim and 
chrome.

Renegade Detailer Series Glass 
Magic Concentrated Glass Cleaner 
cleans windshields, headlights, 
windows and mirrors effectively. It 
removes film from glass and is safe 
to use on window tints. Does not 
leave streaks or foams on glass, 
making surfaces sparkling clean. 

Bead It Up PLUS is designed for 
use in the final arch of automatic 
car-washes. It provides excellent 
water beading, durability and UV 
protection. This product is hyper-
concentrated and can be diluted up 
to 1:400. One Gallon of Bead it Up 
PLUS is equivalent to 5 Gallons of 
most available drying agents.

DR. CARPET
PLUS

BEAD IT UP PLUS

SPOT & STAIN REMOVER

DRYING AGENT

Renegade Detailer Series Dr. 
Carpet Plus is a powerful and 
safe spot remover that easily 
removes the toughest stains. 
Instant results, non-toxic & 
non-flammable. 

Dilution Ratio 1 : 50

www.RenegadeProductsUSA.com

PART# LFGBS204DROZ16 PART# LFGBS204DRG01

PART# LFGBS900G01

PART# LFGBS440G01

PART# LFGBS106OZ16 PART# LFGBS106G01

PART# LFGBS103G01

PART# LFGBS900RTUOZ16 PART# LFGBS900RTUG01
16oz.

16oz.

16oz.Gal.

Gal.

Gal.

Gal.

Gal.

Gal.

5 Gal. & up 5 Gal. & up

5 Gal. & up

5 Gal. & up

5 Gal. & up

5 Gal. & up

Available upon request Available upon request

Available upon request

Available upon request

Available upon request

Available upon request



air Fresheners

deTailing KiTs

16oz. Gal. 5 Gal. & up Available upon request

SCENTS: Black Glacier, Fresh Baby Powder, Hawaii Breeze, Jasmine, Lemon Bar, Mountain Pine, New Car, 
Pina Colada, Smoke & Odor Eliminator, Strawberry Milkshake, Vanilla, & Twisted Cherry.

Renegade Detailer Series Air Fresheners infuse pleasant & fresh fragrances with odor busting neutralizers to completely refresh your  
vehicle’s smell. We engineered these air fresheners to provide maximum odor eliminating properties and last longer than the competition. 

Pro Tip: An AC Flush is the best way to quickly freshen your vehicle!

www.RenegadeProductsUSA.com

HIGH END DETAIL
PACKAGE KIT SAMPLER PACKAGE KIT PACKAGE KIT

-  24oz. bottle of Voodoo X 
Iron Remover

- 16oz. bottle of Sud Storm
-  16oz. bottle of Diamond 

Trim Shine
-  16oz. bottle of Deep Wet 

Carnauba Crème
-  16oz. bottle of  Supreme 

Sealant Final Finish 
Sealer

-  16oz. bottle of Midnight 
Paint Correction Glaze

-  16oz. bottle of Thick 
Supreme Rubber, Vinyl, & 
Plastic Dressing

-  16oz. bottle of Supreme 
All-in-One Cleaner, 
Polish, & Sealant

-  (5) Premium Microfiber 
Round Pads

-  16oz. bottle of Smoke & 
Odor Eliminator

   -   16oz. bottle of  Black  
Glacier Air Freshener

-  16oz. bottle of Hawaii 
Breeze Air Freshener

-  16oz. bottle of Strawberry 
Milkshake Air Freshener

-  16oz. bottle of Twisted 
Cherry Air Freshener

-  16oz. bottle of New Car 
Air Freshener

-  16oz. bottle of Vanilla Air 
Freshener

-  16oz. bottle of Mountain 
Pine Air

-  16oz. Lemon Bar Air  
Freshener

-  16oz. bottle of LVP  
Leather, Vinyl, & Plastic 
Cleaner

-   16oz. bottle of Leather 
Tonic Cleaner & Conditioner

-  16oz. bottle of Carpet & 
Upholstery Shampoo

-  16oz. bottle of Dr. Carpet 
Plus Spot & Stain Remover

-  16oz. bottle of Vinyl Guard 
Rubber, Vinyl, & Plastic 
Dressing

-  16oz. bottle of Citrus 
Safetouch APC (All-Purpose 
Cleaner)

-  16oz. bottle of New Car Air    
 Freshener

-  16oz. bottle of Glass Magic 
 Glass Cleaner

-      (2) 16” x 16” Premium
   Microfiber Towels 
- (2) Premium Microfiber 
Round Pads

AIR FRESHENER INTERIOR CLEAN

PART# LFGRPKR-HE-KIT
PART# LFGRPKR-AF-KIT PART# LFGRPKR-BK-INTER

16oz.
Gal.

16oz.
Gal.

PART# LFGBS911BSOZ16
PART# LFGBS911BSG01

PART# LFGBS911BPOZ16
PART# LFGBS911BPG01

PART# LFGBS911PIOZ16
PART# LFGBS911PIG01

PART# LFGBS911HWOZ16
PART# LFGBS911HWG01

PART# LFGBS911JAOZ16
PART# LFGBS911JAG01

PART# LFGBS911CH016
PART# LFGBS911CHG01

16oz. 16oz.16oz. 16oz. 16oz.PART# LFGBS911LEOZ16
PART# LFGBS911LEG01

16oz.
Gal.Gal. Gal.Gal. Gal. Gal.

PART# LFGBS911BGOZ16
PART# LFGBS911BGG01

PART# LFGBS913OZ16
PART# LFGBS913G01

PART# LFGBS911STOZ16
PART# LFGBS911STG01

PART# LFGBS911NCOZ16
PART# LFGBS911NCG01

16oz. 16oz. 16oz.
Gal. Gal. Gal.

PART# LFGBS911VAOZ16
PART# LFGBS911VAG01

16oz.
Gal.

PART# LFGBS911PCOZ16
PART# LFGBS911PCG01

16oz.
Gal.

PART# LFGBS911GAOZ16
PART# LFGBS911GAG01

16oz.
Gal.



Renegade’s Marine & RV Series contains everything you need to keep your weekend 
watercraft & recreational vehicles looking their best. Whether you’re hitting the road in 
your RV or getting ready to make waves in your boat, we want to make sure you’re able to 
impress while protecting your investment for years to come. 

Renegade’s Marine & RV Water Spot Remover safely eliminates hard water spots and mineral 
deposits while leaving a lasting high-gloss shine. The water-based formula contains polymer 
sealants that allow for an easy wipe-on application without harsh chemicals. It’s perfect for boats, 
personal watercraft, RVs, automobiles, and more. It can be safely used  
on fiberglass, plastic, chrome, glass, and painted surfaces.

WATER SPOT REMOVER

16oz. PART #LFGRMRVWSR16

Renegade’s Marine & RV Wash & Wax is a pH-neutral soap specially formulated to create a dense 
foam that clings to any applied surface to remove dirt, grime, boat scum, bird droppings, and salt 
spray. The Brazilian carnauba-emulsified formula protects against UV rays and surface contaminants 
while being eco-friendly and biodegradable.

MARINE & RV WASH & WAX

16oz. PART #LFGRMRVWW16

Renegade’s Marine & RV All-Purpose Cleaner is a low-pH, non-acidic, and non-caustic cleaner. 
It can be used on exterior and interior surfaces to safely brighten and rejuvenate while cutting 
through dirt and grime. Perfect for use on boats and RV’s because it is safe on fiberglass, gel 
coats, painted surfaces and vinyl.

ALL-PURPOSE CLEANER

16oz. PART #LFGRMRVAPC16

Renegade’s Marine & RV Cleaner Wax is a non-abrasive formula that cleans, polishes, and 
protects all fiberglass gel coat surfaces in on easy step. It’s formulated to remove rust, 
oxidation, and stains from fiberglass while giving lasting protection from ultraviolet rays, 
corrosion, and salt air.

16oz. PART #LFGRMRVCW16

CLEANER WAX

D E T A I L I N G  S E R I E S

www.RenegadeProductsUSA.com



Renegade’s Marine & RV Liquid Wax is a specially formulated carnauba-based emulsion 
designed for easy application while providing flawless shine. It removes light oxidation, swirls, 
minor scratches, and haze. Its anti-corrosive properties will help protect against rust, salt air, 
corrosion, and UV rays.

LIQUID WAX

Renegade’s Marine & RV Ceramic Spray uses advanced Sio2 technology that provides incredible 
hydrophobic properties, ultraviolet protection, and deeper shine compared to conventional spray 
wax. This easy to apply formula offers long-lasting protection against the elements while using the 
newest innovations to give you the high shine you want.

CERAMIC SPRAY

16oz. PART #LFGRMRVCS16

16oz. PART #LFGRMRVOE16

Renegade’s Marine & RV Glass Cleaner cleans windshields, headlights, windows, and mirrors 
effectively. It removes film from glass and is safe to use on tinted windows. It does not leave streaks 
or foam on glass, making surfaces sparkling clean. It’s also ammonia-free and alcohol based.

GLASS CLEANER

16oz. PART #LFGRMRVGC16

Renegade’s Marine & RV Rubber & Vinyl Protectant is a scientifically perfected formula with 
premium polymer distillates and other proprietary ingredients to leave your surfaces looking crisp, 
clean, conditioned, and brand new. This non-greasy formula provides superior protection against 
UV rays that often cause fading or cracking. Perfect for exterior and interior surfaces, tires, and 
vinyl that sit in the sun all summer.

RUBBER & VINYL PROTECTANT

16oz. PART #LFGRMRVRV16

www.RenegadeProductsUSA.com

Renegade’s Marine & RV Odor Eliminator removes musty and unpleasant smells caused by mold, 
mildew, cigarette smoke, and pets. It’s formulated in a mild green apple scent with odor neutralizers 
to completely refresh your watercraft or RV. Perfect rejuvenation after winter storage to get it 
ready for summer.
16oz. PART #LFGRMRVOE16

ODOR ELIMINATOR



Accessories 

Microfiber 
Towels x2

Applicator  
Pads x2

Chenille Microfiber 
Wash Mitt x1

Renegade’s Marine & RV Metal Polish is formulated with precision polishing grains, cleaning agents, 
and sealants to restore luster and shine to your watercraft or RV while leaving it protected. It removes 
rust and corrosion while reversing the effects of oxidation to give long-lasting protection. It’s ideal for 
use on aluminum, stainless steel, bronze, and copper.
16oz. PART #LFGRMRVMP16

METAL POLISH

Renegade Marine & RV Medium Compound is a high-density formula with hollow micro-abrasives 
to provide fast initial cut that breaks down into a fine polishing material, perfect for cleaning a gel 
coat or fiberglass surface. It will remove oxidation, light to medium scratches, stains, or hard water 
spots. One step cutting to speed up the progress in restoring color and shine to boats that have 
been neglected over time. It can be used by hand or machine.

Renegade Marine & RV Sealant Glaze effectively removes minor scratches and light oxidation while 
rejuvenating the high shine on fiberglass and painted boats. This glaze is the perfect finishing step 
after using the medium compound to remove any swirl marks and to give the boat a high luster finish.  

MARINE & RV MEDIUM COMPOUND 

MARINE & RV SEALANT GLAZE 

16oz. PART #LFGRMRVMC16

16oz. PART #LFGRMRVSG16

D E TA I L I N G  S E R I E S

www.RenegadeProductsUSA.com

-  9” Orange Airway Buffing Wheel (With center plate)

-  9” Orange Airway Buffing Wheel (With center plate)
-  bar Brown Tripoli Polishing Compound
-  bar Green Rouge Polishing Compound
- 12 Ounce bottle of Renegade Red Liquid Metal Polish
-  Box of 5” Hook & Loop Sanding Disks (600 Grit)  
    (50 discs/box)
- (4) Premium Microfiber Round Pads
- Safety Flanges for Buffing and Polishing

Pontoon Boat PoLishing Kit
- Rubber & Vinyl Protectant 16oz.  
- Water Spot Remover 16oz.  
- Cleaner Wax 16oz.  
- Odor Eliminator 16oz.  
- Glass Cleaner 16oz.  
- All-Purpose Cleaner 16oz.  
-  (2) Round Microfiber Applicator Pads
-  (2) 16” x 16” Trimless Microfiber Towels

MaRine & RV detaiLing Kit 
- Ceramic Spray 16oz.  
- Metal Polish 16oz.  
- Cleaner Wax 16oz.  
- Wash & Wash 16oz.  
- Liquid Wax 16oz.  



Notorious Gun Oil is a special blend of oil and petroleum extracted additives 
producing a lubrication specially formulated for high volume, high heat, 
and friction firearms. Notorious Gun Oil is designed for semi-auto rifles, 
shotguns, and pistols as well as full auto firearms and suppressors.

This is true firearms grease, it was developed to lubricate and protect under 
the harshest heat, friction, and pressures of sustained firing while reducing 
friction and wear. Its unique formulation is designed to prevent rust and 
corrosion from rain and moisture in fresh and saltwater environments.

Notorious Gun Cleaner contains 
a unique blend of solvents and 
cleaning agents designed to 
remove powder residue, grease, 
oil, and other debris from firearm 
actions, slides, barrels, and parts. 
It’s  safe on all metal surfaces and 
helps clean rusted and neglected 
parts on your firearms.

Our Notorious Gun Cleaning kit contains the universal 
cleaning and protective solutions that are essential for any 
firearm. Our kit is complete with our gun oil, gun cleaner, 
gun polish and gun grease. 

Notorious Gun Polish cuts 
oxidation faster, polishes 
brighter, and leaves a superior  
finish. Easy on, easy off formula 
is perfect for brass, copper, 
aluminum, stainless steel, gold 
and, silver.

2oz. PART #LFGRPNGO2

2oz. PART #LFGRPNGG2

2oz. PART #LFGRPNGC2

PART #LFGRN-KR-GUN

2oz. PART #LFGRPNGP2

GUN OIL

GUN GREASE

GUN CLEANER

NOTORIOUS FIREARM MAINTENANCE KIT

GUN POLISH

FIREARM MAINTENANCE
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Spot & Stain Remover uses powerful & all-natural enzymes to remove any 
soiled spot from your pet. Our formula is safe on all surfaces including 
carpet, hardwood, linoleum & tile. Additionally - once sprayed this product 
discourages re-soiling my removing any pre-existing odor. 

STAIN & ODOR REMOVER

16oz. PART #LFGPPSOR24

Luxurious 5-in-1 dog shampoo cleans, conditions, moisturizes, deodorizes, and, 
detangles. Our plant-based ingredients provide gentle yet effective cleaning 
capabilities that lift the dirt from the dog’s coat. Our advanced formula does a 
fantastic job moisturizing and locking in the water to help keep the dog’s skin 
hydrated and healthy! It is a fantastic product for use on dogs with sensitive skin. 
We do not use any dyes, sulfates or parabens in our formula.

5-IN-1 OATMEAL SHAMPOO

16oz. PART #LFGPPPW12

Natural-based formula is designed to help eliminate bad breath in dogs & cats. 
It is also designed to fight tartar and plaque build-up, leaving teeth and gums 
cleaner and healthier for your dog/cat.

DENTAL WATER ADDITIVE 

16oz. PART #LFGPPCDS12

American Canine is a premium dog care line developed and manufactured by Renegade 
products. Our passion to keep all of our loved possessions clean inspired us to engineer a 
dog care line that is all natural and effective. If you love our car care products, just wait until 
you see how easy our dog care products make cleaning your furry little four legged child!



Our luxurious detangling & dematting spray contains only naturally derived ingredients, 
including coconut and palm, and has a fresh citrus fragrance. This plant-based, 3-in-1 
product reconditions stressed, frizzy hair by removing tangles, as well as conditioning and 
moisturizing all types of hair. We love this product for spraying our puppy every few days 
to give him a beautiful, natural shine. 

DETANGLING SPRAY

16oz. PART #LFGPPDS8

Our anti-chew spray contains approximately DOUBLE the concentration level of industry-
standard formulas. Plus, our formula contains NO alcohol and NO propylene glycol. 
Our premium anti-chew spray is an excellent deterrent to keep dogs and puppies from 
chewing on things they shouldn’t.

16oz. PART #LFGPPACS8OZ

ANTI-CHEW SPRAY

Our ear wash is formulated to clean, dry, acidify, and deodorize the ear canal. It contains 
plant-based, natural ingredients, which help condition and moisturize, without depleting 
the skin’s natural lipid barrier. It is one of the most effective ear treatments available. 
Our formula does NOT contain alcohol, MEA, DEA, Sulfates or Parabens. 

EAR CLEANER FOR DOGS

16oz. PART #LFGPPEC8

CANINE GROOMING ESSENTIAL KIT

PART #LFGPP-MK-DK

- 5-in-1 Oatmeal Shampoo 16oz.  
- Fresh Breath Dental Additive 16oz.  
- Ear Cleaner 16oz. 

- Stain & Odor Remover 16oz.  
- Detangling Spray 16oz.  
- Anti-Chew Deterrent 16oz. 
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    Renegade Products provides the highest quality 
products and tools for vehicle detailing and high-speed 
metal polishing. Our products are formulated to perform 
and tested by professionals for better and longer lasting 
results. Renegade Products delivers promising results to 
your big rig, truck, boats and any other vehicle that needs 

detailing, polishing, and restoration.

We ship our products across the globe providing excellent 
service on top of our premium products!

For additional information and product ingredients,
Please visit www.RenegadeProductsUSA.com

renegAde products

Phone
(714)-604-1469

Address
4340 E Miraloma Ave
Anaheim, CA 92807

Business Hours
8:00AM-5:00PM M-F

Email
Sales@RenegadeProductsUSA.com

CS@RenegadeProductsUSA.com


